
Waterford Hills CoronaVirus (COVID-19) Operating Procedures / FAQ *:
Area / Topic Procedure

Self Comfort
If you do not feel comfortable to be at Waterford Hills with others, in light of inherent and incrementally increased risk,
you should have the conviction to not come out.  You should not need to push yourself to be brave enough to come to the track.
If you are in a higher risk category please reflect deeply on whether a few more fast laps is worth the risk.  Please do not take chances.

Entry - Self 
Check

By entering the OCSC and WHRRI Premises each individual accepts the risks that are inherent in performance driving, with both signing of 
waiver, and understanding that risks are always present, whether COVID-19 or race vehicle oriented.
Each person, before heading to the track should self-confirm that they have not:
• had/do not have symptoms of fever, cough, shortness of breath, sore throat, or diarrhea in the last 7 days.
• had/knowingly had resting body temperature above 100°F  in the last 7 days.
• had contact in the last 14 days with an individual known to be diagnosed with COVID-19. 
• travelled internationally or domestically in the last 14 days.
If you meet any of these criteria you need to stay home, or stop, turn around and return home.

Sign In Completed outdoors at the Paddock Entrance Gate.  Mask and Gloves are available.
Either an individual unused pen, or a glove will provided to enable signing of the waiver for entrance.

Pre-Registration 
and 
Registration

All persons ( Entrants, Crew, Volunteers, Workers ) are to sign up in advance on MotorsportsReg.com.
All persons agree to notify Waterford Hills of confirmed COVID-19 cases for any attendees of the event.
On site registration will performed outdoors.  Individual packets will be provided for paperwork wherever possible.
Gloves will be available for handling of any paperwork which must be handled by multiple persons, or each person will receive a new pen to sign.

Gloves
Wearing of gloves is recommended.
For handling of any necessary common equipment, glove usage is required.
Only shared sink handles are touched bare handed after hand washing.

Masks
Wear masks whenever practical.  Required if in the restroom, or anywhere else indoors.
Highly recommended when speaking with others outdoors, from 6 feet distance.
When alone in your paddock space - usage is at your discretion.

Distancing

Maintain 6 foot spacing between persons.  Space by 10 feet when possible.
Discretionary for people who are from the same household - however still recommended.
Everyone feel free to remind others if they appear to not be distancing sufficiently.
If you are reminded to observe additional distancing, please courteously accept the input.
Any workers who need to work in close quarters are to 100% wear mask and gloves, and limit continuous decreased distancing to less than 0:15 
minutes duration.

Follow Direction 
from All 
Officials

You will encounter many track officials ( volunteer workers ).
Each when in their area is "King".  You are to follow their direction without pushback  (clarification of instruction can be acceptable).
If you disagree with direction you are given, after following the direction, then raise the topic with track officers for resolution.

Hand Washing Frequent hand washing with soap and water, scrubbing for 20-30 seconds ( duration of Happy Birthday or Ol'MacDonald songs )
Hand Sanitizer Hand sanitizer is provided in multiple locations ( especially restrooms ).  Frequent sanitizing is recommended.
(AVOID) 
touching your 
face

Avoid touching eyes, nose, mouth, ears as much as possible.  Use a clean disposable tissue, then discard the tissue afterward.
Hopefully you do not need to sneeze or cough while you are at the track.
If you do need to sneeze or cough, cover your nose and mouth with a bent elbow, or with a clean tissue ( dispose of afterward ).

Restrooms
Mens & Women's Restrooms are open with increased sanitizing.
Limit of 1 person at a time in the restroom.  Distancing required entering and exiting.
Changing room (unisex) is closed.

Entry Count and 
Spacing

We are limiting entrants to roughly 50% of our full capacity, despite inherently having significant room for sufficient distancing.
This 50% restriction is used to further enhance ability for people to space out.
Usage of space is to follow a "Checkerboard" approach keeping empty spaces between entrants, with used space only touching on diagonal 
corners.  Please observe distancing if both people have work to do in adjacent corners each in their assigned spaces ( take turns / mask up ).

Spectators No spectators
Crew Limited to 2 Crew per entrant

Grid / False Grid

Grid Volunteer Workers will perform driver checks with distancing.
Drivers are to support by showing key check items for pre-drive checks:
• Show Helmet is strapped ( lift chin / pull strap );
• Show Head/Neck Restraint is latched in place ( move head forward );
• Window net ( tug on net to show it is clipped in );
• Seat Belts ( pull on shoulder straps to show that they are tight ).

Black Flag / 
Corner Stations

If you have the need to visit Black Flag or a Corner Station, support will be done with distancing as possible.
Drivers may need to shut down their engines (if they can), to enable communication with station worker.
If a worker does need to approach a vehicle - mask and gloves are to be used.

Stairway Access Stairways are to be treated as single person usage (1-way at a time).
Wait with distancing until the stairway is clear.  Take turns / alternate direction.

(NOT) Sharing 
Equipment

Do not share equipment - avoid sharing as much as possible.
If any item must be shared, sanitize the equipment, and use gloves.

Food - 
Concessions

Food is available for purchase.  Food is for "Carry-Out" Only.
All Food Concession Workers wear gloves and masks.  Food is of good quality - and well prepared.
Note:  consuming undercooked meat is never recommended.

Reporting After the event, any volunteer/worker, event organizer, participant or crew who tests positive for COVID-19 is required to contact Waterford Hills 
personel so contact tracing and notification can be done. Individuals who contact the Coordinator shall remain confidential.

Track Access
Permission
Privilege

We are accessing the track as individuals.
Gatherings of any persons ( still fully observing distancing ) are limited to 10.  Split into smaller groupings if needed to avoid large groups.
If we do not distance effectively, the Oakland County Sheriff can enforce distancing,
up to and including, closing of our outdoor facility - track access shut down resulting.
Track officials reserve the right to revoke any facility privileges or cancel the event if protocols are not being followed.

* FAQ - Frequently Asked Questions
COVID - COronaVirusID (IDentification)
OCSC - Oakland County Sportsmans Club
WHRRI - Waterford Hills Road Racing, Incorporated


